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    As I think about this Rich man, I remember the story of Kimmy.  Kimmy was a college student 
I met on a Mission Trip in 2002.  She was studying to be what everyone in her family expected 
her to be, but her heart just wasn’t in it.  One day in the hot, July sun, of Biloxi, MS we were 
rehabbing houses.  Kimmy was up on a latter painting, and she said, “well in a couple days we 
have to go back to real life, I wish we could do this everyday.”  And quickly one of the Adult 
leaders asked, “do what?”  “Help others,” Kimmy responded.  Gently, the adult leader 
commented, “well you know, there are professions where people help others every day.”   We 
returned to WI and I later learned Kimmy went back to school, changed her major and became 
a teacher.   
 
    Today we meet a Rich man who has heard some most distressing news.  He comes to Jesus 
because, even though he has followed the commandments, and even though he obtained his 
wealth in honest ways, he doesn’t feel fulfilled.  And Jesus has told him to give away all his 
wealth.  Why?  He has been law abiding, commandment following, yet there is a spiritual 
agitation in him.   And it is this unrest in the man’s soul Jesus is seeking to address.   
 
    On one hand I think this story calls people of faith to deeply and profoundly wrestle with the 
power wealth has in society and it’s just distribution throughout the world.  We can argue over 
statistics about wealth equality or inequality.  We can look at the person who has more than us 
and feel, well, not so rich.  What we cannot do is deny how Jesus repeatedly issues a clear call 
for all his followers to care for the poor.  I name this the “outer practice’ to which Jesus calls us 
to in our story today.   The ways that we extend ourselves to care for the poor is a spiritual 
practice on par with praying or singing.  But I think there is also an “inner practice” in this story.  
The inner practice enters when this man who has done everything right, still feels unfulfilled. 
 
   I wonder what kinds of agitations we experience, “I want to do more to help the poor, but…”  
“I want to support busy families, but.”  “I want to be involved in racial reconciliation, but…”  “I 
wish I could stop mass shootings, but,” “I wish I could prevent war, but,” “I want to help feed 
the hungry and house the homeless, but…”  We find ways to cover over our agitations, press 
them down inside ourselves by how ever we finish the sentence.  But… I’m too busy, I’m too 
tired, I’m too scared, I have so much to protect, etc.    
 
    But I have seen this outer practice unfold right here in this congregation in many ways.  One I 
can mention is the more than 8 years I have watched people volunteer to serve a meal at The 
Gathering in Downtown Milwaukee.  The inner practice of transformation Jesus is calling this 
rich man too, goes something like this.   
 
    The first few times a person goes to the Gathering, I may hear them comment, “Wow, seeing 
those people that way makes me so thankful I have what I have, good food, family, and home.”  
And that is a faithful response.  Yet if they keep going back they sometimes begin to express 



being, “Frustrated that these people don’t have the things I have, it isn’t fair.  It isn’t right.”   
That is also a faithful response.   
 
   Then if they continue going to help serve, I occasionally hear some say, “you know I have 
think that my having so much may be part of the reason some people have so little, so I am 
going to try to live more simply, to give away some of what I have, and find other ways to help 
the hungry too.”  By this time they have been changed; serving the meal has become part of 
part of who they are and influences the way they live.  That is the inner transformation; the 
power of God’s Spirit to challenge one of our blind spots and lovingly grow us into a new 
creation.   
 
    See the rich man had followed all the rules, he had obeyed the commandments, he obtained 
his wealth by honest means.  But he had not let God change him in a while.   
 
    God wants to change us.  God wants to enter our hearts, move us, cultivate us, plant new 
seeds and nurture them until we find ourselves growing into a whole new creation.  This isn’t to 
say we aren’t good now, but spirituality is about the journey to greater wholeness, to increase 
our love for God, neighbors and ourselves.  God isn’t just a law maker or commandment giver.  
God desires creatures which are pliable.  In the book of the prophet Jeremiah the prophet uses 
the image of God as a master potter and there are times the Potter needs to remold the clay 
into a new creation.  That is not easy work for the potter, nor for the clay.  The Potter needs 
powerful hands and the clay has to have more water added so the old form can die to itself and 
be reshaped into something new.  Something yet more beautiful.  Something yet more 
gracious.   This invitation to transformation is the moment at which we meet the Rich man in 
our story. 
 
   What the Rich man doesn’t see, yet somehow Jesus sees so clearly, is this man is allowing 
money more than faith to influence his decisions and actions.  And for centuries preachers have 
concluded that the rich man’s shock and sorrow are signs he won’t be able to give his wealth to 
the poor.   
 
    But a closer examination of the text and we see it doesn’t necessarily come to this 
conclusion.  The story tells us the man, “was shocked and went away grieving, for he had many 
possessions.”  Shocked not defeated.  Grieving not giving up.  Transformation often begins with 
a grief process because in being born into a new creation, it is very likely we are giving up 
something precious to us.  
 
    That isn’t easy.  Giving up one picture of our lives isn’t easy.  It takes time.  It takes 
incubation.    Yet the story tells us, at the very moment Jesus is delivering news that the Potter 
is in town we hear the most tender words offered to the rich man, “Jesus looking at him, loved 
him.” 
 



    Jesus won’t call us to inner practices and outer practices without offering the full force of 
God’s love.  God will be our companion, God will be our courage, God will be our light, and 
path.   
 
   When we find ourselves walking away from Jesus, head hung in sorrow for he has just asked 
us to give a most precious asset...  when our life is in absolute array due to an invitation to 
spiritual growth… Remember the promise God has written into Psalm 23… God, my shepherd!  I 
don't need a thing.  You have bedded me down in lush meadows, you find me quiet pools to 
drink from.  True to your word, you let me catch my breath and send me in the right 
direction.  Even when the way goes through Death Valley, I'm not afraid when you (are) at my 
side.“ 
 
Amen 
 


